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MOHAMAD FIRDAUS BIN MANSOR MAJDIN . <firdausmansor@iium.edu.my> Thu, Jun 1, 2023 at 9:58 PM
To: "RAHMAH BT AHMAD H. OSMAN" <rahmahao@iium.edu.my>

Assalamualaikum
Dear Prof. Dr. Rahmah

For your kind information.

Thank you.

Best wishes

Dr Mohamad Firdaus
Assistant Professor,
Dept. of History & Civilization
AHAS KIRKHS,
International Islamic University Malaysia

Visiting Scholar,
Japan Research Centre,
SOAS, University of London
Nov 2021-Nov 2023

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Hajar Abdul Rahim <hajar@usm.my>
Date: Thu, 1 Jun 2023, 07:49
To: MOHAMAD FIRDAUS BIN MANSOR MAJDIN . <firdausmansor@iium.edu.my>
Cc: Nurmahfuzah Malek <nurmahfuzah@usm.my>, Siti Nor Qamariah Ismail <snqamariah@usm.my>, Haslina Haroon <haslina@usm.my>

Dear Dr Firdaus,
Thank you for your email.

Your article has been accepted and is slotted for the 2nd issue of KAJH.

This email is copied to the new chief editor of KAJH, Dr Haslina Haroon, whom you can reach out to for all future communication.

Best wishes,
Professor Hajar Abdul Rahim

Get Outlook for iOS

From: MOHAMAD FIRDAUS BIN MANSOR MAJDIN . <firdausmansor@iium.edu.my>
Sent: Wednesday, May 31, 2023 8:04 PM
To: Hajar Abdul Rahim <hajar@usm.my>
Cc: Nurmahfuzah Malek <nurmahfuzah@usm.my>; Siti Nor Qamariah Ismail <snqamariah@usm.my>

Assalamualaikum and salam sejahtera
Dear Prof. Dr. Hajar

I just checked the journal website and i couldn't find my humble article published.

Does it mean it will be published in the next coming issue?
Thank you.

Best wishes

Dr Mohamad Firdaus
Assistant Professor,
Dept. of History & Civilization
AHAS KIRKHS,
International Islamic University Malaysia

Visiting Scholar,
Japan Research Centre,
SOAS, University of London
Nov 2021-Nov 2023

On Tue, 14 Feb 2023, 19:49 MOHAMAD FIRDAUS BIN MANSOR MAJDIN wrote:
Assalamualaikum and salam sejahtera
Dear my respected editorial team

Please find a publish-ready version of the said article and other required documents.

Thank you.

On Sat, Jan 14, 2023 at 3:30 PM MOHAMAD FIRDAUS BIN MANSOR MAJDIN wrote:
Assalamualaikum and salam sejahtera
Dear editorial team

Kindly noted with many thanks.
Will amend them accordingly.

Thank you.

On Wed, Jan 11, 2023 at 6:09 AM KEMANUSIAAN The Asian Journal of Humanities wrote:
11-Jan-2023
Dear Dr. Mansor Majdin:

Your manuscript entitled "The Straits of Malacca and Straits of Hormuz: A Brief Historical Review" has been accepted for publication in KEMANUSIAAN The Asian Journal of Humanities. The comments of the reviewer(s) who reviewed your manuscript are included at the end of this letter of acceptance. Please note that there are still some minor amendments that you need to attend to before submitting the final draft.

As we are trying to facilitate timely publication of manuscripts submitted to the journal, we ask for the authors' assistance to prepare a publish-ready version of the accepted article that fully complies with the journal's standard of publication. Changes required are outlined at the end of this email.

Authors whose manuscript has been accepted must sign the License To Publish, which is available at our website (http://web.usm.my/kajh/LTPkajh_2022.pdf).

Please return the following documents to nurmahfuzah.kajh@gmail.com for further processing before we proceed to publish your manuscript:

1. Completed License To Publish document.
2. Full complete publish-ready article.

On behalf of the Editors of the KEMANUSIAAN The Asian Journal of Humanities, I thank you for your contribution to the journal.

Sincerely,
Prof. Hajar Abdul Rahim
Editor-in-Chief
KEMANUSIAAN The Asian Journal of Humanities

Reviewer(s)' Comments to Author:
The author(s) need to do a thorough proofreading of the whole manuscript. There are still grammatical errors which must be corrected before the manuscript is ready for publication.

Preparing Publish-Ready Version of the Articles: Instructions to Author
- Between now and towards the publication date, we shall be in touch with you for editorial queries and check for final proof. Please be aware of this and we hope to get your appropriate response in a timely fashion.

- Authors are responsible to ensure that the article goes through thorough proofreading and language editing (Malay or English, respectively). Where appropriate, engage a professional, certified editing service to eliminate all language errors.

- Set the language to English (UK) @ Bahasa Malaysia, respectively. Make necessary changes to fulfill to this language style and convention.

- In the publish-ready version, include the following: full title; full name of the author(s); full institutional address; author’s email; abstract and keywords (including the English translation of the abstract and keywords for Malay articles).

- Ensure that the manuscript is sectioned following the journal’s style, e.g., Introduction. The sections should follow the following template (example):

  Abstract
  Introduction
  The Main Contents
  Sub-topic of contents (bold, sentence-case formatting)
  Sub-subtopic (italic bold)
  Conclusion
  Acknowledgements
  References

- In this article, authors need to ensure insertion of all illustrations (figures, tables, etc.) in the article in the right order, together with the accompanying captions (not as separate attachments).

- Create an Acknowledgements section (after Conclusion), indicating the grant source and grant provider, where applicable.

- If the manuscript contains footnotes, convert all footnotes into endnotes. Endnotes should be placed before References.

- Double-check accuracy of in-text references with reference list (at the end of the article). All references cited in the text should be cited in (Author, Year) format and listed in the reference list in alphabetical order.

- Double-check completeness of bibliographic listing (e.g., books must come with city of publication), page numbers, issue number, etc.

- At the end of each reference, include the DOI info, where applicable. The DOI should follow the format: https://doi.org/doi_identifier

Example:


--

Best wishes

Mohamad Firdaus Mansor Majdin, PhD
Assistant Professor,
Department of History and Civilization,
AHAS KIRKHS,
International Islamic University Malaysia

Visiting Scholar,
Japan Research Centre
SOAS, University of London
November 2021-November 2023

--

Best wishes
Noted with thanks. Mubarak my dear

[Quoted text hidden]
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